Dialogic Journal

1. Create four with your legal size paper.

2. Title the first column *My Ideas*.
   - What ideas do you have for the topic of your written product?
   - Where may you want to publish it?
   - What resources do you think you may use in the process of writing it?

3. Reserve column two for *My Questions/Concerns*.
   - What questions do you have about the focus, process, or product...?
   - What concerns about the focus piece would you like feedback on from a peer?

4. Column three should be reserved for *Response #1* and column four for *Response #2*.
   - What feedback can you provide for your peer on their idea, focus, process, or product?
   - What ideas could you contribute to what they are considering?
   - Try to focus on one or two specific ideas rather than trying to address many.

5. At the top of the next page, write: *What I’m thinking now...*
   - What ideas do you feel are now solidified?
   - What new questions have been raised?
   - What questions do you feel like you have answers for?
   - What new ideas do you have?